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Project management institute

Risk management is a process used to identify, assess and analyze potential risks for an organisation or project. This process allows you to develop the most appropriate risk response. In the Project Risk Management course, you will learn the fundamentals of risk management, as well as how to apply a risk management process in a project-based
framework. Risk management is an iterative process and you will learn to adopt key procedures can help you maximize opportunities and minimize negative impact on project objectives. In this course, you will continue to improve by applying the risk management blade, which is a framework that allows you to manage risks in your own environment. It will
immerse you in risk management concepts and help you apply key processes. Practical activities through the course will allow you to apply the knowledge you are learning, as each week focuses on a key stage of the risk management process. Theories and practices taught in the course can easily be applied to any project, organisation or business
environment. Project Risk Management is brought to you by the same team that developed the highly successful Mooc Introduction to Project Management and is based on risk management for projects introduced in this course. Participating in this course will ensure that you get the know-how to reduce project and organisational risk in the future. the risk
management process works as part of a compliance framework Using frameworks to identify, assess and analyse risks in a business context Application of appropriate risk responses Design and integration strategies for reporting and communicating risks to various stakeholders Use a monitoring and review process and applying a monitoring and review
process as an iterative process Receive a certificate signed by the instructor with the institution's logo to verify your achievements and increase your prospects add the certificate to your resume. or resume, or post it directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the EdX course, a non-profit, based on verified certificates to help fund free
education for everyone globally Best CRMs for project management allow you to effectively manage customer relationships from prospecting to product delivery. In addition, these tools allow you to keep and access all customer data throughout the sales lifecycle. We identified the first six of several options based on ease of use and features management of
activities and collaboration. Top 6 Project Management CRMs 2019 we evaluated project management CRMs Project management is coordinating tasks, teams and resources to meet a general goal. When we thought about the best customer relationship management tools (CRM) for project management teams, we looked at solutions that were easy to use
and had features management and assignment of tasks, collaboration, and functionality of the template. Our criteria included ease of use, accessibility and robustness of both project management and more standard CRM features. The criteria we used to identify the first six CRM for project management: Accessibility: To be considered among the best MRCs
for project management, we analyzed options with free plans or low entry costs, making them accessible to small businesses. Ease of use: We looked at how easy it was to use both the project management features and the basic features of CRM, as well as the presented software that requires very few technical skills. Basic project management features:
Project management features are not found in all types of CRM, therefore we have looked for specific tools, such as task management, task assignment, stage tracking, activity dependencies, embedded Kanban dashboard displays and more than those requiring integration with third-party project management software, would be Basecamp. Core CRM
Features: We also took into account the basic CRM functionality that the software options had, such as managing leads and contacts, managing pipelines and the tools to communicate the prospectus and customers, such as email. Collaboration tools: Working on projects requires both internal and external collaboration. We've included options that make
collaboration easier, such as internal chat and discussion forums. Customer Service and Support: We've also assessed the level of customer support you'd have access to if you need help setting up or using any of the tools. Based on the above criteria, we have concluded that Apptivo is the best CRM project management, due to the characteristics such as
account management and perspectives, reporting and marketing. It offers the most robust project management features, such as project billing and timekeeping, activity dependencies, and collaborative activity management. It is best for companies to have full mobile access to project management and CRM functionality. Visit Apptivo Best Global CRM for
Project Management: Apptivo Apptivo is the best CRM for project management thanks to sophisticated project management and basic CRM features. Project management tools include an interactive Gantt chart, collaboration tools, support office, and contracts in one platform. Its mobile app makes project and business management affordable travel, with
prices starting at $8 per user per month. It's great for mobile entrepreneurs who manage projects and businesses anywhere. Apptivo Price-fixing Apptivo is very affordable for small businesses, with a free version for up to three users and non-Enterprise pricing ranging from $8 per user, per month to $20 per user, per month. You'll also get a free 30-day trial if
you choose to try their project management and CRM tools. Apptivo Tiered Features Starter This plan is free and includes up to three users. She She basic CRM features, including contact and lead management, opportunity and pipeline management, project management, and more. You have access to the full set of project management features, such as
interactive Gantt charts, timesheets, time tracking and conversion of invoices, and project news feeds even at the free level. However, access to these features in the mobile app requires an upgrade to a paid plan. The Starter Plan is best for business owners who want a comprehensive business management tool that includes CRM and project management
software. However, if you want to access features while you're on the ground, you'll need to upgrade to one of your paid plans. In addition, Apptivo's Starter plan is easy in terms of the number of users compared to Bitrix24, which covers 12, and Agile CRM, which includes 10. Premium starts at $8 per user, per month, and offers everything that the plan offers
for free, as well as additional features including workflows, multiple pipelines, the ability to manage contracts, and integration with email. Project management tools remain the same as in the Starter plan. Additional tools, such as workflow automation, can make it easier to manage projects by automating repetitive tasks, which can help you reach project
steps much earlier. This plan is best for business and sales managers responsible for sales activities, project management and customer support. Unlike Insighty's after-sales management tools, Apptivo allows you to manage projects and customer support issues, all in the same platform. You can also manage contracts, which is not a built-in feature offered
by Insighty and which can be useful if the scope of the project changes and contracts need to be modified. Ultimate Ultimate Plan starts at $20 per user per month and offers territory management. You'll also get a dedicated account manager, a branded user interface option, more file storage, and increased ability to send bulk emails, which is a high value for
money. The increased file storage feature can help with project management, as larger and more complex projects often require more documentation, which increases the need for more file storage capacity. This plan is best for mobile business owners who actively manage a business card have teams divided into sales territories. It is also companies that
manage large projects with extensive documentation that need to be stored. This is potentially more storage per person, depending on the number of users offered than the Bitrix24 Standard plan, which is 100GB for up to 50 users, compared to 15GB per user offered in the Ultimate Apptivo plan. Appivo Interactive Gantt chart What Apptivo is missing Apptivo
mobile features are not accessible in the free plan. If accessing projects and other CRM data from your mobile device through the mobile app is important to you, upgrade to one of The Appstivo's paid plans, which are very affordable for small businesses, starting at $8 per user per month. What users think about Apptivo users really like Apptivo and all the
business management features you get for such a low price. Most dislikes seen in the comments are around minor glitches or occasionally slow performance. Where to find Apptivo You will find Apptivo in the hands of mobile business owners managing both projects and their sales process. If you're a mobile business owner who manages projects, prospects
and customers, consider Apptivo by signing up for a free 30-day trial. Visit Apptivo Best CRM for Collaborative Project Management: Bitrix24 Bitrix24 is a CRM for project management with collaboration tools, such as public and private video conferencing and group chats, which facilitate group work and can be used for free. Other features include tracking
time, contact management, and marketing with paid plans starting at $69 per month for six users. It is excellent for remote project management, which requires group and interactive communication. Bitrix24 Pricing Bitrix24 has a free plan for up to 12 users and includes 5 GB of storage. Paid plans start at $69 per month for up to six users. Plan Plus is priced
at $99 per month for 50 users. Prices per person are comparable and, in some cases, lower than other plans submitted. The free Bitrix24 Tired Features Free Bitrix24 plan offers robust project management features, such as kanban panels, Gantt charts, task management and assignment, and the ability to evaluate tasks once they are completed. Core CRM
features include lead and contact management, which is great for prospecting and managing leads. There is also 5GB of storage, an integrated phone, videoconferencing, and public and private chat, making it a great resource for projects that require team collaboration. This plan is excellent for entrepreneurs working in groups to complete project tasks.
Public and private video conferencing and group conversations help team members stay on the same page, even if they sit outside your organization. The project management features of Bitrix24 are as robust as those of Apptivo and Agile, but have more advanced collaboration features, such as public and private group chat and video conferencing. In
addition, the Plus plan has everything the Free plan has, but provides more space to Switch from 5GB to 24GB of storage that is hosted online. With the call recording feature included in the Free plan, you can record multiple calls, from 100 per month to unlimited. The starting price is $69 per month for up to six users. This pricing plan works very well if
you're working with a team of five or six, but it can be expensive compared to other options for individuals just starting out. However, this plan is an excellent option for the growing teams that manage greater capacity for recording calls and storing documents online. Standard Standard Level has everything plus level, but extends the number of users from six
to 50. Online storage also increases significantly from 24GB to 100GB. If you need additional marketing tools, this plan allows you to create up to 10 online stores and 10 websites. Prices start at $99 per month for 50 users, which, if you have 50 users, would be the least expensive price per user compared to other options. This plan is excellent for medium-
sized enterprises that have fewer than 50 users and can have remote project teams that need video and chat tools to facilitate collaboration. This large number of users can come in handy for those larger projects where a lot of people should work together and need access to the tool. Bitrix24 Workgroup tasks board Bitrix24 Gantt chart view What Bitrix24 is
missing Bitrix24 missing contract management features that could come in handy as you are working on dynamic projects that could change within scope and thus require contract updates. If this is important, Apptivo may be a better option or integration with contract management software. What users think about Bitrix24 Users like Bitrix24 because it's easy
to use, has comprehensive project management features and is either free or affordable, depending on the plan you choose. A few dislikes are around the mobile app with limited capabilities. Where to find the collaboration tools of Bitrix24 Bitrix24, would be chat, is a great option for small and medium business owners who manage projects through
collaboration teams. Its flat-rate prices also make it easier to manage costs as users come and go, while its useful viewing tools, such as Gantt charts, make it easy to view a project's status at a glance. To learn more, try Bitrix24 for free. Visit Bitrix24 Best Project Management CRM With support tools: Agile CRM Agile CRM project management tools allow
you to communicate tasks and due dates, as well as sort tasks by category (for example, owner, priority, and so on). It also comes with a drag-and-drop Kanban board that allows you to move tasks, and provides a support office that helps facilitate project communication and handling of problems for free, with paid plans starting at $8.99 per user per month.
This makes it for project-based businesses that also want to manage customer support in one platform. Agile CRM Pricing Agile offers a free level, along with a paid level that starts at $8.99 and goes up to $47.99 per user per month. The Free Plan can accommodate up to 10 users and includes fewer features, but still includes project management, support
desk, and basic CRM tools. Agile CRM-level features free plan has project and activity management features, would be a visual management board of projects with drag-and-drop activity tiles. You can also add and associate projects Attach notes for your team to see. Customer service features make it great to have more contextual conversations and
communicate with customers about any service issues that arise in projects. The Free plan also has basic CRM features such as pipeline management, lead management and email capabilities. Growing companies that want project management tools and customer services can benefit from this plan and are able to provide customer support during projects.
The number of free users included is comparable to Bitrix24, but significantly higher than Apptivo and Insightly. Starter Plan Starter has all the features of the free plan and offers multiple contacts, extensive email functionality, plugins and additional integrations, and a landing page builder. It also offers marketing automation, social monitoring and basic
knowledge tools. It's affordable for small businesses starting at $8.99 per user, per month, comparable to Apptivo's Premium plan. In addition to marketing automation and social monitoring, this plan has tools would be web engagement, so you can provide a higher level of commitment to visitors on your site. This plan is great for small businesses seeking
project management, marketing, and customer service tools in one platform, where employees from any of these areas in your company have access to conversations, support issues, and any active marketing offers. Regular Regular Plan has features like mobile marketing, custom business parts, and 2-way telephony through third-party integration. Its
mobile marketing features allow you to create mobile marketing or mobile support campaigns. $29.99 per user per month is where pricing starts for the regular plan. It is a great option for companies that need to manage projects and also want to include mobile communication in their information strategy. Enterprise Building on a regular basis, the enterprise
plan has a dedicated account representative and provides a higher level of customer support through on-board coaching. The level of additional support makes this a perfect plan for those who want more hands-on support as you establish project management and customer support software. Prices start at $47.99 per user per month for the Enterprise level.
On-board coaching in this plan can help you maximize the use of all key features that can time and pay for itself. This plan is great for small businesses who want assistance with their boarding process and get ramped up immediately. Agile CRM Missing Agile Project Management Dashboard include a Gantt chart and collaborative task management features
that better facilitate group work to complete tasks. If these features are important, Apptivo or Bitrix24 would be better options. What users think about Agile CRM Because Agile CRM is easy to use and is users like it. Glitches or features users felt could have built more are the focus for any negative reviews. Some Apple device users aren't very affectionate
with their mobile app because they're waiting for mobile app updates. Where to find Agile CRM Agile CRM makes it easy for small business owners to manage team projects, as well as tracking customer service requests from a central location. In addition to this being a more budget-friendly option, this helps to ensure that customer customers are aware of
the impact that service requests can have on the success of a project, making them more likely to win the next project. It's free to try for up to 10 users, and you can check it out by signing up for a free account. Visit Agile CRM Best CRM for Project Management &amp; Workflow Automation: InsightAbly Insight has sales and project management capabilities
with a starting price of $29 per user per month. In addition to a project management module, it has workflow automation tools and basic CRM features, such as email functionality, templates and tracking, web-to-lead forms, and automatic lead assignment rules. It's great for business owners who manage projects with lots of repetitive tasks that can be
automated. Insightly Pricing Insight offers a free plan for up to two users. Starting at $29 per user, per month, paid insighty plans are affordable. If you want to access more advanced tools, it would be workflow automation, you'll need to upgrade to the Professional plan, which starts at $49 per user per month. Insightly Tiered Features Free Insightly's Free
Plan includes basic CRM features, such as opportunity, relationship, lead, and contact management. It also includes project and task management functionality. Two users are allowed on this plane, and there are limitations on data storage and record imports. The number of users is much lower than the free plans offered by Agile CRM and Bitrix24. This plan
is great for small businesses with only one or two users looking for a simple but robust, free CRM project management. It's a great startup plan that is scalable as your business expands and needs more automation tools. Plus Plan Plus has the same features as the Free Plan and also has a few additional ones. The biggest difference between Free and Plus
is that there are not so many limitations or restrictions. Price of 29 per month is on a user-based basis. The limitations of records, storage, and emails are significantly extended. It's great if a business needs to host more records and a larger sales team, or if a team is looking for fewer restrictions on the amount of storage space. This then makes it a good
option for teams such as designers, architects, construction industry and any industry that requires significant documentation in its projects. Professional Professional plan has even fewer number of records and data storage. It also includes several tools and resources, such as workflow automation, lead assignment, and role-based permissions that are not
available in Free and Plus plans. Business owners who manage projects can efficiently project teams with workflows that trigger actions, such as emails sent when certain tasks are completed. This plan is excellent for business owners and project managers responsible for sales and project teams. Advanced features, such as lead assignments, role-based
permissions, and workflow automation, better facilitate their team's sales and project management tasks. It's still affordable at $49 per user, per month. What Insightly Is Missing Insightly lacks visual project management tools, such as kanban panels and drag-and-drop activities. Also missing advanced collaboration tools, such as chat or video conferencing. If
these features are important, Apptivo or Bitrix24 would be better options. What users think about insightly insightly users would be project management and automation features. They also think Insighty could improve on training and boarding. Where to find Insight If you can use a CRM project management with automation tools, consider Insighty. It offers
features to help build long-term relationships, while helping them stay on top of sales activities throughout the sales lifecycle. You can sign up for a free Insighty trial to see if it's right for you. Visit Insighty Best Visual CRM for Customized Project Management: Monday is a project management tool that many people also use as CRM. It's easy to use and
highly customizable, starting at $39 a month. It offers usage cases and project templates, so you don't have to start from scratch. You can build a piped CRM and project management for when you convert pipeline perspectives into new project-based clients. Monday is great for small businesses that need a highly visible and customizable project
management crm. Monday pricing months start at $39 a month and go up to $79 a month for five users when billed annually. However, their prices are also based on the number of users, with price breaks for groups of ten users. By larger teams can see additional savings. Monday Tired Basic Features With prices starting at $39 per user, per month for a
group of five users, the basic plan features 5GB of storage, a dashboard, the ability to create projects or pipelines with over 20 columns, and kanban views. There are also five automations that you can create and access 24/7 support. However, it does not have basic CRM features, would be lead score or embedded phones. The core is great for business
owners who want to create simple, very visual pipes and projects from scratch or customize the use of cases templates based on their needs. Their. also great for simple automation. Compared to the other providers presented, Monday has the greatest flexibility and the smallest amount of CRM-specific tools. If you're looking for a solution with out-of-the-box
CRM tools, it would be lead score or a built-in phone, one of the other vendors here would be a better option. Standard This plan starts at $49 per month and is based on the basic plan. It offers a variety of views, such as map views, chronological views, and calendar views, so you can view the project or pipeline in a variety of formats. You can also share
your board with guests, create templates, and integrate your email. Storage in this plane also increases significantly from 5GB to 50GB. You are also allowed up to five integrations, which is useful for expanding the instrument's capabilities. The standard plan is excellent for entrepreneurs who want a high level of personalisation and flexibility, along with a
few additional features. In particular, the ability of business owners to view their projects and pipelines in a variety of formats and collaborate on projects with external users by sharing their panels with guests is useful for those who deliver project-oriented products and services. The Pro Plan is priced at $79 per month for five users with unlimited storage, the
ability to create 60 automations, 20 dashboards, and 20 integrations, making it a good alternative to Insightly, although it comes at a higher price. However, this plan is ideal for business owners who want a flexible platform to build a custom project management and CRM tool. It is also ideal for business owners who want to save time and automate a large
number of repetitive tasks. Building your own projects, CRM or pipelines may seem intimidating, but On Monday it offers templates so you don't have to start from scratch. With all the integrations, dashboards, and automations, you can create a project management CRM that's right for your business. Monday.com Team Projects Screenshot What Monday Is
Missing Monday lacks basic CRM sales-focused features, such as lead management and marketing tools, as well as communication tools such as chat and video conferencing. If you need these tools, another CRM, such as Apptivo or Bitrix24, may be right for you. Alternatively, if you want the flexibility and customization offered by Monday, maybe
integrating these tools within months can work for you. What users think about Monday is a highly rated product with users as a whole being positive. They like that it is easy to use and that it is a very attractive tool for project management. Some negative reviews are around cost and that the mobile app isn't as functional as it would like it to be. Where to find
Monday is used by entrepreneurs who want to create their own custom CRM project management interface while taking advantage of an already established use case templates. To learn more about Monday, sign up for a free trial. Visit Monday Best CRM Project Management for Construction: JobNimbus JobNimbus is an industry-specific CRM with robust
project management and sales, projects and workflow management designed for construction professionals. It has Kanban panels for both pipes and projects. It also has contract tools with e-signature, and job estimate capabilities for $25 per user, per month. It is therefore a great option for construction companies that want to manage sales, projects and
workflows in one platform. JobNimbus Pricing JobNimbus costs $25 per user per month. However, if you choose annual billing, you can get a 10% discount. Although there is no free version, you can sign up with a free 14-day trial to see if it's project management crm suitable for your business. JobNimbus Features It's easy to manage customer relationships
and prospects, along with projects, jobs, and workflows, with features such as managing contacts and leads, automating tasks, and project management tools. There is also a mobile app that makes it easy to use these features in the industry, which is essential for maximizing productivity when working on job sites. Specific features include the following:
Project &amp; Task Management This CRM project management for the construction industry has tools for managing and organizing projects and tasks. Features allow you to create and use customizable Kanban panels for visual project management, allowing you to see at a glance where construction projects are and what tasks need to be completed to
continue moving forward. It also offers tools such as email notifications, reminders, and task assignment features. Schedule This CRM project manager includes work planning features so that you can create tasks specific to construction work and then schedule the work needed to complete these tasks. You can also notify managers when work or work is
being done, which keeps everyone informed. Communication features also allow you to send and receive messages to all task and project owners and view, manage and track schedules, which increases efficiency. Sales Management In addition to being used Project management, Interactive panels, customizable Kanban allow you to create your own pipes
and track where you are in the sales process. This CRM Project Management also allows you to create sales pipeline reports to give you an overview of all transactions, the stages it is in and to identify any bottlenecks. You can also track where your best leads come from with lead source reports. Contracts &amp; Contract Document Management tools and
document management allow you to create templates for contracts, proposals, and work orders so that you can use them for all projects and opportunities. Digital signature features also allow sign contracts and other documents on your mobile device with your finger, which is useful in the field. These features are similar to the contract management features
offered by Apptivo. Contact &amp; Lead Management You can organize contacts and leads in one place, which is similar to all other providers listed here. It provides the ability to create notes and attach email and call logs to contacts and leads, which helps you create more meaningful conversations in context. It also has lead attribution capabilities and lead
tracking. Workflow &amp; Automation Tools JobNimbus CRM offers customizable workflows for your construction business. It allows you to add the required number of steps to the workflow and track the status of the tasks or jobs needed to be completed in each step. Automation tools allow you to set up task or task triggers when there are contact or job
updates that are similar to the automation tools inInsight. Mobile app Mobile app offers the ability to manage sales activities and projects on mobile devices, such as your phone. You can receive assigned, contact them, automatically record calls, and create call notes from your phone. It allows you to take site photos and attach them to contacts, projects, and
other records. Construction professionals can create, send and obtain signatures for contracts, which makes you more productive while working on a construction site. JobNimbus project Kanban board What JobNimbus is missing JobNimbus missing communication tools such as group videoconference and chat. There is also a lack of ability to manage the
lead score, which allows sales teams to prioritize promising prospects or opportunities. If these features are needed, Insightmay may be a better option for evaluating leads, or Bitrix24 is a better option for videoconferencing or chat. What users think about JobNimbus In general, users really like JobNimbus because it is very easy to use, has time-saving tools
and is accessible in the field through its mobile app. Most of the dislikes were because users wanted aspirational features, because of the nuances or limitations of certain features, and because users wanted improved customer support. Where to find JobNimbus You will find JobNimbus on the phones or computers of construction business owners and
professionals who need a mobile app project management and lead tools, as well as automation tools. The mobile app is particularly useful because they are in the field most of the time. Sign up for a free JobNimbus trial if you need a CRM project management and are a construction professional. Visit JobNimbus Bottom Line The best PROJECT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS are easy to use, provide tools that facilitate customer and project relationship management and are accessible. Whether you need a CRM project management or an industry-specific CRM, it would be a construction With robust project management features, you are bound to find something here that will work for you. We have
established that Apptivo was the best project management crm due to its comprehensive project management tools, accessibility and non-project management tools that facilitated the management of both projects and relationships. Check out Apptivo today to find out more. Visit Apptivo Apptivo
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